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I know everyone is freaking out about how 
similar the pestos are, but pestos are serious 
business in Golden Words, and just about anywhere 
in Queens. The quality of the pesto says a lot about 
the person, as well as it’s visual composition.

Haneen’s pesto is actually terrible. The nut 
choice is just a poor choice over all. The noodles 
have variable thickness, and they aren’t el dente 
which is a big no-no. Plus, despite using a heavy 
basil based formula, the advantage is lost due to 
the weak flavors. Usually you want the pine nuts 
to be slightly, but noticeably more potent than the 
rest of the pesto. That in combination with the 
noodle choice, makes the whole thing nicer to eat. 
But the small ridges in the noodles are too large, 
there’s very little difference between the size of the 
ridge and the folds. Sure, traditionally the noodles 
are folded, but it’s better to use a harder spaghetti 
instead and Haneen’s is just... weird, cause the basil 
is strong so it’s obvious she’s going for a soft feel.

But the spaghetti is obviously not designed for 
pesto in the first place. First of all, it’s not ridged. 
Secondly, each noodle has variable line thickness 
and some are even tilted or skewed to draw as much 
attention as possible. Generally, that’s done to make 
the noodles easier to wrap around a fork. A proper 
spaghetti just makes noodles easier to eat without 
calling special attention to them. Weirder, the 
difference between the fold and the ridges in her’s 
is just so huge that it looks like regular marking. So 
really, the difference between Haneen’s design and 
just making spaghetti pesto (which is the traditional 
format) is negligible.

The sauce is terrible as well. The nuts, while 
also being way too finely chopped, is nothing but 
disjointed from the rough-shod blending. Due to 
the lack of texture, twice as much nuts may be 
needed to get the desired effect, so the sauce falls 
flat. To make it worse, the basil is so far blended it 
might as well be puree, followed by the spinach still 
having a noticeable impact on the sauce, removing 
the intended fresh flavor. The sauce, of course, is 
thus tasting more and more mushy.

There are also generally just errors and ratio 
problems. Firstly, she uses 1:2 basil spinach, which, 
for some ungodly reason, has more spinach on one 
side of the ratio so it’s spinach pesto. I can barely 
eat it, due to how bland it is. The nuts base is an 
ungodly mix of cashews and walnuts, but doesn’t 
suffer as much from the blending since the walnuts 
are so hard. Unfortunately, the whole nut leaf ratio 
is also off, the space between the required and the 
actual needed is noticeably different.

I can assume that the basil itself is made from 
a good store from my other friend’s reactions, but 
the design of the thing is an atrocity.

Compare it to Emilie’s pesto, which has issues 
like the unnecessary blending of the nuts which 
was unaccounted for when shifting the ratios, or 
the bad basil, but which has fewer issues over all. 
Overall, it has a better composition than Haneen’s, 
but could use some work.

Liam’s pesto is where it gets interesting. 
While I’m personally not a fan of textured 
noodles, that’s mainly personal opinion. It’s 
really a divisive issue, I think it makes the whole 

thing look cheap and poorly-made, like it was 
manufactured from recycled ravioli rolls, but to 
each their own. Anyway, the sauce, while not 
perfect, is significantly better. Unlike Emilie’s card, 
the nuts really do need to be blended due to the 
composition, and the lack of spinach is not helping 
the matters. But it’s definitely a better choice. Also, 
everything in general is just a bit bigger, the pasta 
cooks better, and the basil ratio is a lot higher and 
of better quality, it’s still much much better. Plus, 
I’m a slut for potent basil.

Finally we get to the only good pesto in the 
bunch, Scotlyn’s. The pasta is the only one that’s 
blended perfectly, and the noodles are all the same 
thickness. It’s a prime example of how to use small 
sauce ridges, each small ridge is about 80 or 85% 
the size of a normal ridge, as it should be. The 
noodles are sized especially well, and the cooking 
is not only done in small batches with good heat 
retention, it’s also the same length as making the 
pesto sauce, which is a huge deal. The basil quality 
is great too, not only because of the store, but also 
because of the spinach cut. The spinach ratio in a 
pesto is usually a weak-point for pestos, cause it’s 
easy to get down, but the spinach is cut perfectly 
with the basil making it light and potent to eat.

If I had any complaints about Scotlyn’s pesto, 
it would be the exact sizing of the nuts. The pine 
nuts are cut the size of what you would mash a 
walnut into. And the rest of the sauce has a different 
texture for my taste, but now I’m nit-picking

Hello friends, foes, and all of your 
toes. I was walking through Netro the other 
day and couldn’t shake the feeling I was 
being… watched. I was creeped out by all 
the eye contact I was making with everyone; 
in the bread aisle, down the bread aisle, 
beside the bread aisle. Now I know, you’re 
probably thinking, 

Ha! This woman thinks she’s being stared 
at! She thinks she’s all that AND more! What 
a fool! 

But the fool is YOU my friend, because 
they WERE staring at me!! I guess I just 
can’t help the fact that I’m so irresistibly 
sexy. I turned around and there was a 
group of people, staring and whispering. I 
turn around as sure as hell there’s a woman 
frozen mid-grape-grab, open mouthed 
at my beauty. Have I truly amazed these 
people so much? Has my ethereal glow 
mixed with the youthful bounce of my 
skin shine the light just the right way? 
Did they notice my hot new bangs that 
got cut for myself in my kitchen sink by 
my housemate? Everyone was stirred up! 
There were so many phones being held up, 
cameras flashing, I was sure I was about to 
become the next IG baddie. 

It started to feel a bit claustrophobic 
though, so I started backing away. That’s 
when someone tried to grab me. They 
reached for my shoulder and I shouted 

out a cry. I know I’m gorgeous, but that’s 
no reason to hurt me! They tried to speak 

“Sorry miss but I-”
 NO!
I do not need to take this. What has 

my life come to? Suddenly, the voices begin 
slow, one at a time, calling out to me getting 
louder and louder the more I resist. People 
running to watch, get themselves a piece. 

“I’m taken!” I yell, in hopes to deter 
the mass

“I have nothing to give you!”
 It doesn’t work. Still, they do not 

stop. My perfectly soft and supple hands 
begin to tremble. I feel a few of my golden 
tears fall, probably twinkling in the light as 
they go. 

“There’s no need to be upset!” I hear 
one of them say

Is there not? Have I  not been 
disrespected to the highest regard? Has 
my beauty not been taken from me as a 
gift and thrown to the pits of hell, chewed 
up and spit out by the horrors of life and 
its monsters? Knowing I can no longer 
reason with them, I fall back, attempting to 
get away. I watch my legs run and my hair 
fall, perfectly I assume, but my mind feels 
blank in the midst of this chaos. I hear them 
call to me, but no one follows. As I find my 
way through the aisles, I watch those I pass 
stare while I run by. I watch as a woman 
shields her child’s eyes from my obviously 

insatiable aura. One of the Netro employees 
find me. Finally, they’re here to help me!

“Miss I have to stop you, I’ve been 
informed you’ve dropped quite the bomb 
back there”

 My ass. My incredibly phat huge 
ginormous ridonculous badonkadonk. 
Thats what its been about this whole 
time…I run home and think about my day.

This editorial is dedicated to the massive 
shit I found in my sweats when I got home from 
that Netro trip. Not sure how long it was there, 
I wasn’t wearing underwear so it plopped right 
down and I didnt feel it! :) One may call THAT 
smooth sailing.
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You like Taylor Swift? Her early work was a little too country for my 
taste. But when Mean came out in ‘10, I think she really came into her 
own, commercially and artistically. The whole song has a twangy, crisp 
sound, and a new sheen of consummate professionalism that really gives 
the instruments a big boost. She’s been compared to Ed Sheeran, but I 
think Taylor has a far more bitter, cynical sense of humor. In ‘12, Taylor 
released this; Red, her most accomplished album. I think her undisputed 
masterpiece is “All Too Well”. A song so catchy, most people probably don’t 
listen to the lyrics. But they should, because it’s not just about the pleasures 
of conformity and the importance of trends. It’s also a personal statement 
about her career itself. 

GOLDEN WORDS

Canada and the United States: the fraternal twins of Western civiliza-
tion. Canada has always been the sweet and polite golden child but now 
Canada is starting to reach its teenage drama years filled with identity crises 
and angst.

Throughout their childhood, the US has always been the difficult sib-
ling. The US was the ungrateful sibling that would frequently refuse to set 
the dinner table or put away their dishes. Little Miss Canada on the other 
hand, never uttered a complaint and complied to England’s wishes without 
any quibbles.

But despite portraying themselves as the model child for many years, 
Canada has finally reached adolescence and is showing their true colours.

Systemic racism, mass genocide of basically an entire country, residen-
tial schools, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism, sexual violence, global warming, 
patriarchy, political polarization, income inequality, free-market capitalism, 
Indigenous communities living in third world conditions, human traffick-
ing on the east coast, Quebec.

I like to think that Canada is better than the United States. We don’t have 
Donald Trump, and there is no northern equivalent of type of people that 
live in Florida—but man, we’ve got baggage.

Which begs the question: is Canada equally messed up and just more 
polite about it?

As a Canadian who is aware of the shortcomings of Canada but also 
thinks the US is insane, I would say no, but also we’ve got our own prob-
lems and maybe we could benefit from some therapy.

And alas, Canada has reached adolescence. Coming to terms with our 
childhood trauma and going omg wft was that.

Canada Has Reached Adolescence

American Swifty

-Justin Trudeau’s illegitimate child

-HEY JAKE
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Sellin Yet 
Another Cum Jar

(We Have A Debillitating Porn 
Addiction)

Contact me 
@555CUMCITY

“Good Blend of the Whole Team. 
You Can Really Taste Everyone in 
There”
-Your mom

“Striking Subtle Off White 
Colouring”

-Also Your Mom
YEAH SO WHAT IF 
GOLDENWORDS IS 

ONLINE?

WHAT’RE YOU 
GONNA DO ABOUT 

IT?

NOT READ IT? 
YEAH THOUGHT SO 

BUDDY 
(Tell A Friend to Read It to Double Our 

Readership!)

< Adolescant Leaf
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YOU CANNOT COME TO CLASSES, THE 
HALLS ARE EMPTY AND THEY’RE NOT 
JUST PRANKING YOU, DON’T TRY TO 

BREAK INTO THEM
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Thrilling! Sesonal Eggnog Expires on Christmas

A post by reddit user BongBreath442 has been circulating the student homes of 
Queen’s U as students try to unfold this Christmas Conspiracy. The original post 
was released by the user on the 26th of December, but has only now gained popu-
larity due to the instagram page fl oating around everyone’s explore pages

 The post describes a tragically shocking event, in which BongBreath442 
went to pour themselves a glass of eggnog on christmas morning only to fi nd it 
curdled. “After 3 months of sipping on my nog in preparation for the big day, I 
had it ruined by a dairy-run conspiracy. How could this seasonal drink expire on 
Christmas, it simply cannot be possible!!” they recounted on the app. The oddest 
part of the entire situation was the date matching up exactly with when the drink 
spoiled. “Usually there’s some buff er time, you know? But Dec 24 I’ve got nog and 
the 25th I don’t. What’s that about?”

 A small group of loyal followers began diving deep to solve this mystery, 
comparing dates on Eggnog cartons by diff erent manufacturers and even sending 
out polls and surveys to families across Canada to gather data. Surveys showed that 
not one other person in all of the nation had purchased a carton with the expiry date 
being the 25th, in fact, not one person reported their eggnog expiring on the 25th at 
all!

 These discoveries lead to the creation of the instagram account in mid-jan-
uary by the name of @/WhatInTheEggNog. The account was originally created in 
order for students to spread the word, but as awareness has increased more truths 
have been revealed.

 As the group grows, we hope to get to the bott om of this nation-wide dis-
aster in hopes of bringing down what

My parents were right, I should have submitt ed to their wishes and gone to 
med school. Sure, I would be miserable and resentful because that is not what I tru-
ly want to do with my life, but at least I wouldn’t be mindlessly scrolling through 
Indeed.

This is what I wanted. The idealistic voice in my head tells me: “do what you’re 
passionate about and things will work out. Even bett er, it will build ‘character.’”

I come from an upper-middle class white family; I have had a lot of things 
handed to me. For once in my life, I have absolutely no idea what I will do with my 
life and no one to pave the way for me.

It hurts me.

But while I sit here fi lled with angst and apprehension, I tell myself I am build-
ing ‘character’ and as Angela Duckworth would say: ‘grit.’

Fuck you, Angela Duckworth.

Character and grit are for losers because to overcome obstacles, you have to 
have lost. I do not want to be a loser. I am too sensitive to be gritt y and character 
for imbeciles who make up for their lack of intelligence by “being a good person.”

As such, I would like to make a few requests:

1.  Tell me how to make money so I will not have to live in a ditch and eat 
garbage.

2.  Tell me how to make money with my purpose so I won’t grow into a boring 
old person full of regrets and bitt erness.

3.  Help me fi nd a partner who loves me even when I’m being diffi  cult so I 
don’t die alone.

 If you grant me these three wishes, I promise to be a good person and be gritt y 
forever and ever <3

Character and grit are for losers

-Quarter life crisis #246

In 1984 there was a lot of shit about controlling the minds with government 
control and whatnot and sometimes it was mundane stuff . What I’m really con-
cerned about in our modern society is our ability to piss ourselves. It is stigmatised 
to piss yourself when you need to. It’s literally natural for one, and for two it only 
aff ects the pisser. It’s not like pants shitt ing when you stink up an entire room with 
your noxious odour and leave hundreds passed out in the middle of etherington.

 Pissing is mild, and if you drink enough water, which I do, it shouldn’t smell 
like anything. No one looks at you funny if you spill water, but if you pee your-
self and the pee is clear anyways, there shouldn’t be an issue. But instead, people 
go “BRO DID YOU PEE YOURSELF” and like you’re pressured to saying “uuh.. 
n-n-no” and then everyone points and laughs at you and you have to go home in 
the freezing cold and your pants freeze, and they won’t even let you on the bus 
because you peed so much and you “have a history of peeing yourself on the bus” 
which is stupid because it’s happened less than six times which in my books makes 
the event unprecedented. Please please just leave me alone about it and stop bring-
ing it up to me because its fucked up and you’re enforcing harmful societal norms 
and I really had to go but fell asleep and dreamed i was at a urinal. OKAY?

Orwellian Society

-Beans

-REDDITOR ALERT REDDITOR ALERT EW

-Munky Zunkle

<THIS 
UGLY
SON OF A 
BITCH 

IS FUCKING ZERO 
BITCHES 
and basically, 
you are fucking stupid

But nothings gett ing through so let me spell it out, A-B-C-D-E, F-U and your- 
oh my God! F-U Gayle for making that song that almost every single generic Ins-
tagram reel or Tik Tok bullshit video uses. I thought we reached a turning point 
when we collectively decided Astronaut In The Ocean was too much for us. Nope! 
Apparently we never learn. I sincerely despise those stupid pages that churn out 
the most basic content ever of people doing either: staged situational videos that 14 
year old cretins endlessly lap up, those obviously fake car chase videos of someone 
pulling some ridiculously fake maneuever in a lime green Lamborghini like doing 
a 720 backfl ip over the median of a highway to get away from a police car, and 
those terribly edited videos of bridge of people swaying back and forth spliced 
over a pond with a bunch of tigers in it. The captions are all like “WOAH!!!! (fl ame 
emoji fl ame emoji fl ame emoji) and then there’s some verifi ed user with like 5k fol-
lowers that also comments a fl ame emoji. What makes my blood boil is everyone 
else in the comments commenting the fl ame emoji or some shit, expressing genu-
ine concern, or simply losing their shit. I hate it. I hate all of it. We’ve progressed 
past the age of rational thought. It used to be like, “oh well, of course Abraham 
Lincoln never said that quote. That’s not something he would’ve said,” but now 
you have shit like the aforementioned content that our youth don’t even bat an eye 
at. It’s terrifying. You might think like, “oh, well, they do that stuff  in movies too, 
what’s so bad about it,” well how the fuck are they supposed to know? Obviously 
they can tell that shit in Spiderman never happens. This is on social media plat-
forms where real things get spliced in with a bunch of bullshit and they lack the 
rational thought to diff erentiate between the two on their own. Oh no. Oh no. Oh 
no no no no. FUCK! I have had it with this planet. Our species is already doomed 
to fail and it’s only going to get worse. Just you wait. I don’t have anything more 
to say because my thoughts are clouded with rage. We made a mistake phasing 
out those stupid fake headline magazines. Let’s bring those back to the standard of 
widespread unironic bullshit. 

I Will Claw My Eyes Out If I Hear One More Tik 
Tok Song



Raw garlic: People eat this raw to boost their heart health and blood fl ow and shit 
before exercising.
Eating raw garlic gets plus a lot of points because garlic fucking rocks and it tastes 
even more potent raw. Health benefi ts aside, garlic is great. I know old people take ‘de-
scented’ garlic in pills to help with heart health which is dumb but lends creed to the 
snake oil claims of the big garlic industry. I guarantee you, if you eat raw garlic every 
day, you will not smell like a disgusting monster to everyone in the world.
Rating: Not snake oil and tasty

Quinoa: People eat quinoa for a higher protein brown rice. 
Quinoa is like an even shitt ier brown rice. There is also a hormone called ecdysterone, 
or ecdysteroid  if you will, that makes bugs molt before they’re ready , but in humans 
if you eat it pure, you’ll get a lil roided. The world anti doping agency says they’ll kill 
your family if you eat it pure, but you’re good to eat it inside a silly grainy vessel.
Rating: Not snake oil, but ass anyways

Snake Oil: Oil made from snakes to cure your illnesses
It tastes good actually. It has a nice smooth taste and leaves a good nutritional mark in 
your belly. It also will cure most illnesses hence the name “snake oil” as an illness cure, 
so it’s prett y great and reliable.
Rating: Not snake oil and tasty

Literal Steroids: People take recreational roids so they can kill even more of their brain 
cells and look like a disgusting triangle.
I’m afraid of needles so it’s an instant no no. Additionally, roids do work if you want 
to look like a disgusting monster of veins, but at least no one would suspect that your 
two month transformation to a raw meatball is unnatural.
Rating: Works I guess

Milk: GOMAD is Gallon a Milk A Day and it is a diet to gain weight and induce lactose 
intolerance in yourself.
Have you ever had a friend who has lactose intolerance and you just can’t relate to 
them. Are your shits fi rm and healthy? Well, if you drink a gallon of milk a day, not 
only will you relate to them, you will surpass them. Your shits will be liquid and at 
some point your body will not be able to digest it all, giving yourself the intolerance. 
Now you can have a litt le more tolerance for your lactose intolerant buddies.
Rating: MILKY MILKY
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Overnight Oats Vs Normal Oats War

News broke early this week that a Queen’s university student has been stupidly going 
around gett ing grocies with absolutely no grocery bags. Students in the community 
stay shocked while townies laugh at their foolishness.

 Student Ernest Gobble-Gob has found fame through his vices this week as 
students discuss the grocery habits of the stupid guy. Mr.Gooble-Gop had been spot-
ted arriving to Netro for his local grocery trips sans-bag. Not only did this make his 
life infi nitely harder as he now had to hoard 90 lbs of cooking supplies across campus 
to his university home, but in doing so he’d been signifi cantly hurting his back and no 
longer able to be a fucking idiot but with good posture. 

This raised concern within his close ones and so Ernie had found himself a solution. 
His brilliant plan was to buy new grocery bags every time he went to Netro instead 
of just remembering to bring one of his 23 that he already owns. Not only does this 
slowly deplete his bank account, but it also means he has almost completely run out 
of bag storage. Good job Ernest!

-E. Gobble Gop

Rating Fitness Meme Foods

-Legally Strawberry Blonde

Two sides. Overnight oats. Normal oats. You can make normal oats by putt ing 
some water and oats in a pot and cooking it. Theyre normal because you make them 
in the day and they are cooked. Overnight take a whole night to make. A WHOLE 
NIGHT. You put oats and whatever goodies into a jar in a fridge overnight with 
some oat milk and what comes out is a soggy fucking mess. You put a nice fi rm 
cashew in there and what you get out is a soggy mess. Yeah some people actually 
want to eat a cashew that you could literally bend in half and it would fold like a 
sponge. Disgusting. Normal oats can keep your cashews fi rm and perfect. And if 
you prefer shitt y soggy foods you can just soak them. There is no reason to do it 
overnight, it’s just laziness and stealing the productivity of your jar. Sure buddy, 
just skim off  the fruits of your jar’s labor. Cook it yourself you fucks.

Confessions of a Frosh (They Did Floorcest)
There are no more barriers to cross. All I have in common with the uncontrol-

lable and the insane, the vicious and the evil, all the mayhem I have caused and my 
utt er indiff erence toward it I have now surpassed. My pain is constant and sharp 
and I do not hope for a bett er world for anyone. In fact, I want my pain to be in-
fl icted on others. I want no one to escape, but even after admitt ing this, there is no 
catharsis. My punishment continues to elude me and I gain no deeper knowledge 
of myself. No new knowledge can be extracted from my telling. This confession has 
meant nothing.

-Frosh Allen

JOIN THE GOLDEN SCORCH, NOT A 
MILITANT ORGANISATION OR CULT

We Asked Nicely, Now You 
Have To Come With Us, Now

-Fibre Intolerant

Data shows: Local Kingston Queen’s Student is a 
fucking idiot and plague to society

Warm

Soft

Crisp

Comforting

As your golden crevices hold the golden syrup

A tear falls

Your fl uff y, butt ery interior takes away my breath

Absorbing every last drop

Until your drenched fl etch fi lls me

Bite after

Bite

Haven’t been able to stop thinking about waffl  es

-waffl  el0ver43



in person classes

feel something

supposedly returns
february 28 at 8amfebruary 28 at 8am


